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Pediatric Guidance for Dragon Medical Advisor

Real-time guidance to deliver
quality metrics and workflow
efficiency for pediatrics
AI-powered workflow for pediatric medicine.

Pediatric Guidance for Dragon Medical Advisor is a workflowintegrated Computer-Assisted Physician Documentation (CAPD)
capability accessible through Dragon Medical One. This real-time
pediatric guidance capability helps physicians capture true severity
and acuity of pediatric patients by adding critical details that help
improve quality, patient, and financial outcomes.
Designed specifically for the pediatric care setting, this solution includes the
most meaningful diagnoses for pediatric patients. Pediatric Guidance helps
identify concomitant diagnoses to enhance documentation quality at the point
of care. This advanced in-workflow CAPD solution delivers:
— Pediatric point of care advice unobtrusively presented in the user’s
workflow, including impactful clinical information such as vital signs and
lab values that can be turned off and on.
— Advanced analytics that offer insight into the most common pediatric
diagnoses, response and agree rates, speech recognition adoption, utilization, documentation efficiency and more.
Pediatric Guidance for Dragon Medical Advisor integrates seamlessly into all leading EHRs to provide in-workflow advice for pediatric physicians. It helps capture
high quality documentation that reflects the care provided including diagnosis
specificity and clinical evidence—while saving our providers valuable time.
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EXPERIENCE MAKES THE DIFFERENCE
— Dragon Medical Advisor uses
proven pediatric content in realtime to align improved physician
documentation practice patterns
and diagnosis capture.
— Pediatric Guidance integrates
seamlessly into all the leading EHRs:
– Delivers actionable guidance
during clinical documentation
– Supports free-text
documentation
– Diagnosis specificity and
pediatric clinical evidence
– Better documentation to
support clinical care

LEARN MORE
please call 1-877-805-5902 or visit
nuance.com/go/capd

